
 

Ambassadors of HoPE + Karma Busting Trip to  
Mt Arunachala @ Thiruvanamalai & to  

Muruga’s Powerspot @ Thiruthani 
(24 to 26 April 2015, South India) 

 
 

Namaste everyone, 
 
Come join us for our 1

st
 Ambassadors of HoPE Trip + Karma Busting Trip for 2015 and experience 

the destiny-changing divinity of Mt Arunachala @ Thiruvanamalai, India (also known as Shiva’s 
Mountain of Fire)!  
 
At the same time, you will serve as an Ambassador of HoPE and bring inspiration and love to the 
many HoPE Center children taken care of by Dr Pillai (Babaji)’s US charity, Tripura Foundation.   
 
You will also have the opportunity to learn and see how Tripura Foundation’s HoPE Centers and their 
other initiatives such as the HoPE for the Elderly programs are changing the lives of thousands of 
children and the elderly on a daily basis. 
 

 
Why remove your negative karma? The Spiritual Significance 
of Mt Arunachala 

 
 
Dr Pillai (Babaji)’s key teaching is that karma busting (karma clearing) is one of 
the most critical steps to your spiritual and material evolution. 
 
Essentially karma busting (karma clearing) is removing the layers and layers 
and more layers of unwanted negative karmas (such as thoughts, patterns and 
unfulfilled desires) that you have accumulated over countless number of births. 
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Besides being a major obstacle to your spiritual and material progress, such unwanted karmas hide 
you from realising your true divine self i.e. that you are LIGHT. 
 
We are now in the Golden Age and you are in the best time to harness the abundant divine energies 
showering down on the earth plane to dramatically accelerate your own spiritual and material 
evolution. However, first, you need to wash away and clear all the debris (negative karmas) that you 
have accumulated over multiple lifetimes. 
 
Our upcoming Ambassadors of HoPE + Karma Busting Trip to Mt Arunachala @ 
Thiruvanamalai & to Muruga’s Powerspot @ Thiruthani will be a power-weekend trip 
specifically intended to help you get rid of your most stubborn deep-seated unwanted karmas. 
 
At the same time, we want you to open the door to experiencing miracles in your lives and so we are 
also making this a Miracle Manifestation trip. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Who is MURUGA & What is the Significance of Thiruthani?  
 
We also want to empower our Ambassadors of HoPE with Muruga’s blessings and grace. 
 
Who is MURUGA?  
 
According to traditional divine mythology, MURUGA is the son of Shiva. 
MURUGA is the divine warrior being that wages a war against negative 
forces (such as debt, disease and negative karmas) that cause 
suffering on the earth plane.  
 
MURUGA’s mantra is SARAVANABAVA. He also holds the secret of 
OM.  
 
RED is the colour for MURUGA.  
 
MURUGA is usually depicted with a Vel, a kind of spear, in his hand. The 
Vel is a powerful weapon to destroy negativity and bad karma. 
Concentrating on the Vel will give you divine intelligence. The Vel is both 
an internal and external weapon.  
 
Internally, the Vel is actually Goddess Parvati Herself and the vel 
represents the kundalini force raising from the root chakra and going to 
the third eye chakra and resulting in the awakening of the third eye and 

http://shreemarakara.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/ultra-karma-busting-trip-2013.pdf
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the destruction of ignorance.  
 
Externally, the Vel is the mightiest psychic weapon, capable of destroying the most powerful negative 
forces. 
 
 

What can Muruga do for you?  
 
Muruga has 6 battle-houses (power vortexes) across Tamil Nadu 
(South India). When you visit MURUGA’s 6 battle-houses (powerspots), 
you are on a conscious and unconscious (soul) level accessing 
MURUGA’s energies for:  
 
(1) dissolving debt, disease and negativity  
(2) divine wisdom and intelligence  
(3) power and courage  
(4) the ability to manifest your desires  
(5) attraction and charisma  
(6) peace for the soul and clarity of thought  

 
 
Here is the significance of each of MURUGA’s 6 battle-houses (powerspots): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An advanced understanding of what MURUGA can bestow…  
secrets of the LIGHT BODY! 

 
 
Dr Pillai (Babaji) has over the years, revealed the more esoteric 
and advanced teachings associated with MURUGA that can 
give you the keys to attaining a Light Body. 
 

 
Watch Babaji explain the esoteric secrets of Muruga.  
 
You can click on Babaji’s picture (on the right) or paste the 
YouTube link into your browser: https://youtu.be/vHIUlYAKqi0 

https://youtu.be/vHIUlYAKqi0
https://youtu.be/vHIUlYAKqi0
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Muruga: A Western Perspective  
 
The western perspective of MURUGA is that he is the god of the Pleiades (which is a star cluster in 
the constellation of Taurus.)  
 
For the last few years, as a lead-up to 2012, channelled sources (for example, the most well-known 
being Barbara Marciniak who wrote “Bringers of the Dawn”) have revealed that the Pleiadians, a 
group of enlightened beings, have been sending down photon light rays to the earth plane to help us 
evolve beyond our limited thinking. This phenomena has in part has been validated by modern day 
science.  
 
The end goal for the Pleidians is to help humanity awaken from their limited consciousness and 
evolve from a flesh and blood-based consciousness (and way of thinking and functioning) to a more 
divine form of consciousness which is Pure Light. 
 
 

Muruga: The Mystical Siddha Perspective  
 
MURUGA is often portrayed with 6 heads. What is the real 
symbolic meaning behind this?  
 
According to Babaji, MURUGA’s 6 heads represent the 6 different 
parts of the brain and how they are related to the 6 chakras within 
your body.  
 
The 6 MURUGAN powerspots (battle-houses) represent the 6 
heads of MURUGA. When you visit any of these 6 powerspots, 
you are awakening one of the six specific chakras in your body 
and one of the six 6 parts of your brain for your own spiritual 
and material evolution to turn the body into Light. 
  

We will be visiting Muruga at His vortex at Thiruthani 
where He blesses your soul with peace and serenity. 
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What will you do as an Ambassador of HoPE? 
 

 

(i) you will visit HoPE Centers to see for yourself how the destinies of 
poor children are being dramatically changed.  

Thanks to Babaji's simple but powerful Phonemic Intelligence 
enhancing techniques, such children no longer have to embrace their 
destinies as road sweepers, cooks, cleaners and attendants.  

Instead, HoPE Center children have now the courage and confidence to 
aspire to be doctors, engineers and beneficial members of society. 

 
(ii) you will serve as an inspiration and beacon of hope to the HoPE 
Center children you will be meeting.   

We are inviting you to introduce these children to new cultures and to the world beyond their rural 
village by sharing with them about your home country and what you do there. 

 
(iii) you will be helping in the distribution of meals to the HoPE Center children. You will also be 
distributing HoPE Gift Packs generously sponsored by Tripura Foundation's worldwide donors.   
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Summary Highlights of our Karma Busting Mt 
Arunachala & Muruga Tiruthani Powerspot Visit 

 
 16 KM WALK around Mount Arunachala beginning at 5 am 

 
Mount Arunachala is regarded as an embodiment of the Divine 
being Shiva in His form as FIRE.  
 
Mount Arunachala is a premier powerspot for:  
 

 karma busting 

 accelerating the manifestation of your goals and desires 

 acquiring energies for ascension and the Light Body 
 
The distance around Mt Arunachala is 16 km and while walking, 
you continue to pray to Lord Shiva to destroy your negative 
unwanted karma and ego.  
 
You can continue chanting a combination of OM NA MA 
SHIVAYA for your spiritual evolution + THIRU NEELA KANTAM MAKARAL SHIVAYA NAMAH 
for ultimate karma busting.  
 
You can also chant Babaji's MIRACLE MANTRA to manifest your goals and desires. 
 

 
What if you are unable to walk all the way...? 
 
We will have our trip vehicle following behind us throughout our 16 km walk so at anytime, if you 
feel like you need a rest or continue your pilgrimage around Mt Arunachala in trip vehicle, you are 
welcomed to do so. 
 
Mt Arunachala is regarded as a divine form of Lord Shiva on the earth plane. The most beneficial 
thing for you (whether you are going around Mt Arunachala on foot or in a vehicle) is to 
continually gaze at Mt Arunachala and pray to Lord Shiva to destroy and burn your unwanted 
negative karma. 
 
It does not matter if you are doing so while on foot or in the bus so don't be worried if you cannot 

Morning Karma Busting Walk 
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complete the full 16 km walk on foot. You can still complete your pilgrimage around Lord Shiva by 
bus. 
 

 CHOP 108 limes (per person) for serious karma busting and to clear the path to manifest your 
desires 
 

 FEED the poor and sadhus (holy men) who live in Mt Arunachala 
 

As Babaji says, feeding the poor and hungry will bring you far greater merit and grace than if you 
were to perform years of meditation.  
 

 

 PRACTICE Dr Pillai’s Light Body techniques in order to channel the Divine ARUL (Light of the 
Divine) in your life. Mount Arunachala is also a perfect place to receive the energies of Light.  
 
The more ARUL (Light of the Divine) you have, the more power you have to get accomplish 
things done quickly 

  
 VISIT one of the greatest battle-houses (power vortexes) for Lord Muruga @ Tirutani temple. 

Here, Muruga give you peace and serenity for your soul 
 

 VISIT to a HoPE Center nearby Tirutani to spread love, joy and hope to the HoPE Center 
children there 
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Tripura Foundation's Gift to You as an Ambassador of HoPE  
 
 
As an Ambassador of HoPe, Tripura Foundation will sponsor: 
  
(1) your transport costs for the entire 3-day trip (which includes the hiring 
of the bus, driver and fuel costs)  
   
(2) costs for guides to accompany us on our walk around Mt Arunachala 
@ Thiruvanamalai 
   
(3) costs for all our temple rituals at Thiruvanamalai & Thiruthani 
(including tips to the priests and costs of rituals and ritual materials) 
 
(4) costs of your 108 limes for karma busting 
 
(5) food & administration costs to feed the poor & sadhus at Thiruvanamalai 

 
 

Trip Date & Costs (Per Person) 

Date: 24 April to 26 April 2015 

 
Your trip costs consists of two components:  
 
Donation to Tripura Foundation: US$400 / S$560 (you make the 
donation to Tripura Foundation US directly prior to the trip)  
 
You can make your donations to 
http://www.tripurafoundation.org/donate_8 
 
Your food and accommodations (based on twin-sharing) costs: 
US$145 / S$200 (for convenience, you pay to the HoPE Trustee 
at the start of the trip).  
 
 
INCLUDES (while you are on the trip) 
 
(i) your food and meals 
(ii) your accommodations (note: twin-sharing) 
(iii) bottled water; 
(iv) your transport costs for the entire 3-day trip (which includes the hiring of the bus, driver and fuel) 
(v) all tipping of the hotel staff/waiters/drivers; 
(vi) all temple rituals @ Thiruvanamalai & Thiruthani for the group including abishekams, poojas and archanas 
(vii)  food & administration costs to feed the poor & sadhus at Thiruvanamalai 
(viii) costs of your 108 limes for karma busting 
(ix) your pick up from the Chennai International airport when you arrive in India and drop-off at the Chennai  airport when you 
are departing from India. (NOTE: Only applicable as long as you arrive and depart during the given scheduled time). 

 
EXCLUDES 
 
(i) the cost of your international return air ticket to India  
(ii) the cost of your visa to enter India 
(iii) any trip extensions or changes to your itinerary 
(iv) your personal room service charges / mini-bar consumption / individual beverages ordered during meals 
(v) your travel insurance for the trip 
(vi) your pickup and drop off at the Trichy airport if you arrive and are departing outside the scheduled group arrival and 
departure times 
 
 

http://www.tripurafoundation.org/donate_8
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FLIGHT INFORMATION &  
HOW TO QUALIFY FOR THE GROUP PICKUP/DROPOFF 

 
 

(1) Arrival into Chennai, India: 
 
24 April 2015 (Friday evening): You will need to arrive INTO Chennai International Airport 
between 9 pm to 11 pm (India standard time).  
 
If you are flying in from Singapore, most of us will be travelling on Tiger Airways flight TR 2638 
 
 
(2) Departure from Chennai, India: 
 
26  April 2015 (Sunday evening): You will fly OUT OF Chennai International Airport for Singapore 
(or your respective home destination). We are scheduled to arrive at the Chennai Airport by 7:00 pm 
so you can book your flight to depart from India anytime after 10 pm (India standard time) on 26 
April 2015. 
 
Most of us departing from Chennai for Singapore will be on Tiger Airways TR2639 

 

 
How Do I Register / How Do I Learn More?  
 
Tripura Foundation needs a minimum of ten (10) people for the trip.  
 
Once we have the minimum number of Ambassadors, I will confirm that the trip is a go-
ahead and you can book your fight. 
 
If you would like to attend our trip or have further queries, please contact me at 
sivababa108@gmail.com. 
 

 

mailto:sivababa108@gmail.com

